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Abstract: The  technology for  electric powered  automobile wireless  charging are  reviewed  using the 

method  of inductive  coupling. WPT  is the  switch of electrical electricity from the energy supply to a load 

without using physical connectors. WPT circuitry is located inside the  car  which  gets  activated  while  

the  vehicle reaches  the  charging  location.  The  number one  coil  is supplied  from the  charging  station. 

Flux  is radiated out  of  the  primary  coil  and  receives  triggered  with secondary coil gift within the 

Electric vehicle (EV). The induced voltage from  secondary  coil is  then regulated,  rectified and used to 

rate the EV battery. In this mission a miniature version of electric automobile is charged in an powerful 

way without the use of cables and different  plug-in  technology.  wireless  energy transmission is done and 

control over electromagnetic induction  and  powerful  charging  of  battery  will  be carried out. 
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